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Of the various topics which are taken up in classical Indian philosophy,
pr&@r~uvrfda, equated with epistemology in the critical literature, strikes
the Western philosopher of today as being most akin to something of deep
concern to him. On the basis of the translations of the Sanskrit literature
provided in the best contemporary expositions of Indian thought, questions
about the nature of knowledge and truth appear to be clearly broached in
Indian texts, and the intricacies of some of the analyses to be found in those
texts rival the intricacies of analysisas practiced by the best of recent and
living Anglo-American professional philosophers.
In my opinion the most outstanding exposition of Indian thinking on the
topic of pr&r&r~av&&z is to be found in the work of Jitendranath Mohanty,
and most notably in his ground-breaking book, GurigeSa’sTheory of Truth. ’
In his Introduction to a translation of the (.0&pti) Z%m@yu section of
GangeSa’sTattvacint&za@ Mohanty first disambiguates a number of key
terms and lays out in exemplary fashion the issues which appear to separate
the two sides in the classical polemic concerning whether the awareness
of pr&@zya is “intrinsic” (svutuh) or “extrinsic” (parutah). This review
distinguishes the positions not only of the many important Indian systems
involved - Mimamsa, Advaita and Nyaya - but also succinctly identifies
the positions of subschools within these as well as the opinions of individual
philosophers found in their writings. This Introduction is followed by a
faithful translation of Gangesa’s chapter with copious explanatory remarks
without which the Tuttvacintdmani, extremely laconic in its style, could not
be understood by anyone not initiated into Sanskrit and Navyanyaya. The
entire volume is a tour de force, a subtle, critical illumination of the most
intricate kind of materials calling for that rare combination, brilliance as
Indologist and philosopher rolled into one.
Though the paper that now follows takes issue with some of Mohanty’s
conclusions, this in no way should be thought to mitigate against what I have
just said about the book. It is only because of rare efforts such as his that
it becomes possible to push further into important matters and argue issues in
a fashion that promises to provide general insights.
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Mohanty’s conclusion to his Introduction is that both the svar@rand
parutah theories about awarenessof prlmcivya are “valid in their own wayP

becausetwo critical terms, “jriana” and “pramanya”, have different meanings
for the proponents of the two competing views. Translating “jtiana” as
“knowledge”, Mohanty writes
“The SVU~Q~ theory understands‘knowledge’in a strict sensesuchthat the theory
becomesan analytic consequences
of its conceptionof knowledge”,

whereas
“the pararuhtheory takes‘knowledge’in a rather weaksensesoasto include within its
scope both true knowledge and false knowledge.“3

As for “pramapya”, translated as “truth”, Mohanty distinguishessomethree
different sensesof this term that are held by one or another of the suatah
proponents, and saysthat “The Naiyayikas mean somethingelseby truth”,4
sincethe parutah view is referring to the truth of a belief, whereasthe svaruh
theorists are talking of the truth of knowledge.The former allows of an
opposite; the latter doesnot. Thus
“the two points of view do not necessarily clash but may be brought into a happy

reconciliation”,5
“both the theoriesarethus in their own ways correct.“6

The conclusion Mohanty arrives at is that the svatah vs. paratab prcitigya
controversy is another illustration of what I havecalled’ the “incommensurability thesis”, to the effect that no real substantiveissuehasbeenjoined since,
though the two parties think they are talking about the samething, they
aren’t. An issue taken by classical Indian philosophers over many centuries
to involve a fundamental clash of views turns out to be merely verbal. As a

result, Mohanty adds,somethings the tradition says,e.g. about the related
question of the origins of truth, turn out to be things they shouldn’t have
said; because of verbal confusion, they should have said something else.8
Now there are, I realize, those who find the incommensurability thesis
inherently attractive, promising eventual sweetnessand light free from
controversy. I am not one of those. It seemsto me that Mohanty’s conclusion
downgrades the importance of epistemological discussions in Indian philosophy. Thus, to take a pertinent example out of Mohanty’s own material,
Gangesa’sattempt (beautifully explained by Mohanty) to find a formulation
common to all the proponents of svata~pr&+zycz so that Nyaya arguments
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against that thesis will apply to all versions of the thesis at once, turns out to
be a kind of pointless effort, since if the incommensurability thesis is true the
Nyaya arguments miss the opposition completely. More generally, one would
suppose that the many generations of thinkers as subtle and profound as those
responsible for the polemics in question would have been clever enough to
recognize that the issue they were expending so much energy on was a verbal
one. I think the issue was not a verbal one, that it represented a real and
important confrontation of opinions. Furthermore, to seewhat the issue is
cannot help but illuminate wider issues of comparative study, since Indian
epistemology features a conception of knowledge which is nonequivocally
shared by all its schools but nevertheless contrasts with the currently favored
conception of knowledge in Western philosophical analysis. Since all is not
well with the current conception of knowledge in Western philosophical
analysis, it would seem that any epistemologist should be interested in
exploring the matter.
Specifically, Mohanty takes as a “phenomenological description” of
knowledge the account of it, widely held in contemporary analytic philosophy, asjustified true belief.g My argument in this paper is that Mohanty’s
conclusion (reported above) is conditioned by his acceptance of the justified
true belief account of knowledge, but that such an account is foreign to
Indian thought, so that Mohanty’s conclusion distorts the situation and leads
to the unwelcome claim of incommensurability. Having argued for these
points I shall go on to speculate whether the Indian conception of knowledge
can be analyzed at all, if so, how, and whether any Western notions are
illuminated by such analysis.
Mohanty chooses to translate the Sanskrit term “jnana” as “knowledge”,
following others. He does this despite his own admission that such a translation is “definitely misleading”‘O and in fact incorrect. Having admitted that,
he then “proposes” to use the English word “knowledge” in the way the
Nyaya uses “jA%na”.ll He notes, however, that the word “prama” translates
as “knowledge”,‘2 and he himself uses “knowledge” regularly to render
“prams”. Thus he has the same English word rendering two distinct Sanskrit
expressions, expressions which on his own showing connote distinct senses.
Since this evidently invites confusion, I prefer to provide my own exposition
of the two notions, leaving the Sanskrit terms untranslated until I have argued
the case for the proper translations.
A jr%inu is, in the relevant sensefor us,13 an act l4 of awareness. It does
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not name a disposition (say, to respond in a certain way when meeting
a certain sort of thing). A j&ina is something which happens at a time, an
occurrent. If it involves belief, it does so only in the senseof a believing
as a fleeting act of awareness. A i&im is not a belief in the dispositional
sense.And not all #i&as are beliefs even in the occurrent sense - believing
is, or may be, only one sort of jfitina. Any act of awarenesswhich has intentionality constitutes a ~ii&ra. Entertaining a doubt, vaguely sensing the
presence of something or other, drawing a reductio ad absurdum inference,
and understanding someone’s meaning are all @&ra. None of them are believings. And since they are not beliefs (in any sense) none of them are
true beliefs, and none of them are justified true beliefs. Rather, a jficina
is, as indicated, an awareness. It is not knowledge, or even a knowledge
per se, though it remains open to further scrutiny whether all, some or no
acts of awareness constitute instances of knowledge in some senseother
than justified true belief.
A prumd is an awarenesswhich has a certain essential property, called
prdm@ya. Mohanty renders “pramanya” as “truth” and argues that there are
“different types of concepts of truth to be met with in the different versions
of the svatah theory.“15 But I do not find that he demonstrates this claim.
He has not shown that the several versions of the svat@ theory represent
different meanings of “pramanya”. They may be different theories about
how we become aware that something answers to a single concept. Indeed,
Gangesa clearly assumesthe latter to be the case. Otherwise he would hardly
have proposed his account of what the several versions of the svatah theory
have in common with his own, i.e., what prdm@zya is.
GangeSa’sapproach is to set forth a univocal account of what the opposition’s thesis is to collect the best arguments for that thesis, to refute
those arguments, and then to offer arguments in favor of the opposite thesis
his own. Gangesa appears to believe that he and his opponents are debating
a thesis whose formulation is in terms of concepts they both understand
and share. Before we settle for the incommensurability solution proposed
by Mohanty, I suggest we should examine the notion of prcimci~ya to see
if we cannot, using Gangesa’ssuggestions as a guide, find a meaning for
the term which will make the debate a real rather than a sham confrontation.
First, some formal features of a pram&. As we have seen, a prami is an
awareness. Thus, it is an occurrent, not a disposition. So, if we do choose to
translate “prama” as “knowledge” we must immediately recognize that it
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is not knowledge in the senseof justified true belief, where “belief’ means
the disposition to respond in appropriate ways when stimulated.
Nevertheless, if we consider the notion of an occurrent believing I think
there is reason to think that a pramti can be considered to be such. There is
Sanskrit terminology to the point. A pramd is a type of awarenesswhich has
the property of being an ascertaining (ni.&va), as opposed to another type of
awareness, doubting (sqziuya). Pram5 is not the only such type of awareness:
a viparyaya, erroneous or false awareness(mithyrfjrhz), is also a nikaya.
In the case of both pramc and uiparyaya one has an awareness that is not
accompanied by a feeling of doubt or puzzlement, one is not vacillating
among more than one alternative hypothesis, but “declaring” for one thesis
among alternatives, although he may not express it verbally and is not necessarily conscious of his nonvacillation. So perhaps a prama is a belief after all,
though in the occurrent rather than the dispositional sense.And if it should
turn out that it must be true as well, then it may be thought that pram@is
not so far removed from justified true belief after all. Unfortunately, as we
shall see, it is not at all clear that a pramd must be true in the sensethat the
justified true belief account of knowledge wants it to be.
Every pramd is intentional. It has a content (visaya), as every awareness
has. To decide whether truth is a necessary condition for an awareness
to be a prama one must carefully assessthe relation which a pramti must
bear to its content. We want a relation, R, which holds between any prama
and its content, a relation which can be admitted by every Indian philosopher to hold between a prama and its content regardless of the particular
theory he or any other Indian philosopher proposes about the nature of
or proper analysis of R. That is, we want an account of R, and thus an
account of the meaning of “pramanya”, which will accommodate what
Gangesa says his opponents propound as well as what he, GangeSa,propounds. Hopefully, to go a little farther, it will accommodate what all Indian
systems which have been involved in the controversy over svatah vs. parat@
prtim@ya can agree on as a meaning for “pramanya”. Thus the account
of R must not beg issues between, e.g., “idealist” systems like Buddhism
or (perhaps) Advaita and “realist” ones such as Nyaya and Mimamsa. The
incommensurability thesis contends such an account cannot be found. Let us
see if we can’t find one.
My suggestion about what R is, is this: where “J” stands for a ificina, and
“C” stands for its content,
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iff J apprehends(lit. “measuresout”) C in accordancewith
the purposethat motivated J.

RJ

This suggestionarisesfrom a combination of considerations.The verb complex
pru t ma literally meansto measuresomethingout, by which I take it is
meant to cognizesomethingin a certain way, a way that involves at least a
minimal structure. Another considerationis that when one seeksto find a
Sanskrit term by which R is glossedone regularly finds “yathartha”. This
compound has regularly been translated as “as the object is” or somethingto
that effect, a translation that seemsto bolster the interpretation of prami as
requiring correspondenceof J’s structure with the structure of someobject
already there independently of the cognizer. But it needn’t be understood
that way. The compound can quite aseasily mean “as the purposeis”, for
“artha” frequently has the senseof “purpose”, asin the phrase“purusartha”,
meaninghuman aims or purposes.
My suggestion,then, is that with R, so defined, asthe relation betweena
pram& and its content, we can make senseof Gangesa’schaimthat the analysis
he proposedprovides a univocal meaningfor “pramanya”, thus providing
a ground for a confrontation betweensvata~prcim@zyaand paratahprrimci~ya.
Next, I want to examinewhether this suggestioncan be supported from the
literature.
Gangesa’sanalysisruns asfollows:
“‘Prtim@zya
is either(a)being an awarenesswhose chief qualifier, x, is in whatpossesses
x, or (b) beinganawareness
of a relatedness
of x to whatpossesses
x.“r6
This is to say that a pram@is an awareness(a) whosepredicate term (as
we might put it) belongsto its subject term, or (b) which attributes some
property, x, to its content which hasx. Gangesaargues,in favor of his analysis,that only when (a) or (b) is satisfieddoesone undertake action predicated
on the awarenessin question. In addition, he argues,this is the most economical account of what pr&n@ya is.”
It is important to emphasizethat GangeSaputs forth this analysisasa
conception which is common to all of the theories about pnimivya. As
Mohanty explains, Gangesa’sidea is that, howevereachdifferent svatuh
theorist thinks the pr&&zya of an awarenessJr is madeknown to us, in
any casewhat is madeknown is a combination of two things, (1) that the
qualificandum (i.e., the subject term) of Jr possesses
a certain property, and
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(2) that that property is the chief qualifier (predicate term) of Jl . The claim
is that the joint satisfaction of (1) and (2) is a requirement common to all
those who hold to svutu~pr&z&rya, and that it is likewise a necessary condition (though possibly not a sufficient one) even according to prat@zprcima~ya
that (1) and (2) be satisfied whenever prkmi~ya is present.
Among those philosophers who have become caught up in the svatuh/
puratuhpnim@ya
debate we may count some Buddhists, several kinds of
Mimamsakas, the Naiyayikas and not a few Advaita Vedantins. My discussion
will be content with these, though there may be others as well. What 1 am
about to argue, then, is that, for each of half a dozen distinct formulations
by Indian philosophers of what “pramanya” means, each of them satisfies
(1) and (2) and also provides an instantiation of what I have proposed to be
the relation R. If that is correct, it suggeststhat Gangesa’sthesis about
prtimicya being a univocal notion holds good, at least provided the relation
R is understood my way. Then I shall show that, understood the way Mohanty
understands R, the svatah theory indeed becomes trivialized. But, as I see it,
that is a reason to prefer my understanding of R, not his.
Let me start with Buddhism (although Mohanty’s discussion leaves the
Buddhists aside, no doubt because Gangesa’sdiscussion does not involve
_ _
them). In Dharmottara’s Nyriyabindufzka we find the following passage
explicating the notion of “right awareness” (samyag@%r, which I take to be
his term for prami),
“Right awarenessis awarenessthat is not contrary to what it is right to attribute (to
something) (uuisayn&dcu). In ordinary usage it is said that what is right to attribute (to
something) (su~~&zka) is that which causesus to attain a purpose (or a thing, artha)
which has been previously identified. . . . ‘Attaining the purpose’ here meansjust causing
our activity to have to do with the purpose (or thing, a&z) identified, and nothing else.
Now, awarenessdoes not produce the purpose, but it does cause us to attain it. In
causing a person to initiate activity toward a purpose, it causeshim to attain it. This
initiating of activity is merely the identification of a content of activity. . . .“18
As I read this passage, Dharmottara’s idea is that the function of a right
awareness is to direct the attention of the person having it toward the content

of that awareness as being relevant to a previously identified purpose or
purposive object. That sort of awarenesswhich does this regularly deserves
to be called a pram@z. What sort of awareness does this regularly? According
to Buddhism of Dharmottara’s school it is perceptual awareness, defined as
direct awareness, i.e., awarenesswhich does not involve conceptual construction
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(kuzpanapogza).lg What we might call sensation constitutes such perception,
since it is a moment of sensory awareness prior to association with language
or memory. Sensation is right awarenesspar excellence for the Buddhist,
since its entire function consists in calling its content to our attention as
something which is a possible object of successful purposive activity.
For Dharmottara, then, the relation R (between right awareness and its
content) requires that the awareness apprehends the content as an objective
suitable for successful purposive activity. This is an instance of my relation R.
And if (as Garigesahimself will not admit) sensation can be supposed to
ascribe a property x to something, then a right awareness ascribes to its
content the property of being an objective of successful activity, which
property that content (which Buddhism calls the svaZa@~a) indeed possesses.
Next let us consider those schools which are treated by GangeSahimself.
First we may consider the Prabhakara Mimamsaka. Mohanty succinctly expressesthe Prabhakara notion of pr&zlfnya when he points out that according
to the Prabhakara “there is no cognitive error”; rather, he writes,
“when we saya knowledge” (i.e., an awareness- my interpolation) “is false we really
mean - the Prabhakara seemsto be saying - that it leads to unsuccessful behaviour.“20
A few lines later, Mohanty indicates that a rather late Prabhakara, Ramanujacarya, distinguishes between three relations, viz., yrlth&thya, prrIm@~~ and
saeyaktva.
“IWui&rya belongs to all awareness (including memory and what ordinarily passesfor
erroneous apprehension), prtim@yu to all awarenessexcepting memory (but including
even the so-called erroneous apprehension) and sul?yaktva only to such knowledge other
than memory which leads to successfulpractice.“21

“Samyak” is the same term we translated as “right” in the Buddhist context
of “right awareness”. The Prabhakara view thus approximates to that of the
Buddhist, with some added distinctions which do not affect my point. That
point is, once again, that both my analysis of Rand Gangesa’scharacterisation
of praticya are satisfied on the Prabhakara account. As in Buddhism, the
function of a pranui is to present to us a content which may be an objective
of successful activity - the Prabhakara adds that it must do so for the first
time, that it not be a remembrance, but that does not materially affect the
point being argued.
Turning next to the BhLffa Mimamsakas, followers of Kumarila, and once
again considering Mohanty’s excellent review of their views,22 we find a
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divergenceof explanations but essentialagreementthat either pr@nr@~ainvolvesthe relation that we have seenBuddhists andPrabhakarasto emphasize,
viz., the picking out of a content asan objective of successfulactivity,
or else(for someBhattas)it involves a relation they term “visayatathatva”,
which might be rendred as “(J’s) being asits content is”. I submit that this
relation can well be taken asequivalent to my R, e.g. asa pragmaticverification relation, and that it also nicely satisfiesGangesa’sanalysisof prim@rya.
A third type of Mimamsais that known asthe MiSraschool, a system
whoseliterature is largely lost to us but which appearsin an important role
in Gangesa’sdiscussions.The MiSraaccount of pr@m@ya is rather more
complex than those of the other Mimamsakas.The Misra analysisis that
prrSm&ya is “tadvadvisesyakatvesati tatprakarakatva”,23that is to say, a
prama must satisfy two tests,(1) that the J in question must presenta
qualificand, C, which hasa chief qualifier, Q, and (2) that it must presentC
asqualified by Q. Whenwe comparethis with Gangesa’sanalysiswe find
that (1) and (2) are precisely (1) and (2) of Gangesa’sanalysis.And sincethe
pramci J apprehendsC asqualified by Q in accordancewith the purpose
which informs J (whatever purposethat may be) the Misra analysisalso fits
the requirementsof my R.
Next, consider the Vivarana Advaita Vedanta school’sanalysisof prc.im&ya
as“arthaparicchedasSmarthya”,24i.e., asthe property of being an awareness
which is capableof picking out (that content which accordswith) its purpose.25It should be clear that this conception once againsatisfiesboth my
account of R and Gangesa’sanalysisof prim@ya.
Finally, we must considerthe Nyaya analysisitself, which is just that
which Gangesahimself proposed,viz., the simultaneoussatisfaction of (1)
and (2) “tadvati tatprakarakatva”.26A fortion’, this satisfies(sinceit is
identical with) Gangesa’sanalysisof prkui~ye. Doesit fit my analysisof R?
Yes, certainly if the purposemotivating the awarenessis to apprehendits
content in such a way asto correspondwith someassumedexternal object
with a fixed, independent structure, which is what scholarshaveusually
supposedNyaya thinks the purposeof pram& to be.
Mohanty is puzzled by the fact that MadhusudanaSarasvati,a famous
Advaita Vedantin, also adoptsthe very sameterminology in his analysisof
prhufrzya asdoesGarigela.27The reasonhe is puzzled is that Nyaya and
Advaita differs so widely in epistemology,the former carefully distinguishing
what is externally and independently real from what is internal, mental and
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perhaps unreal, the latter blithely uninterested in such a contrast. Madhusiidana views tadvati tatpraktirakatva as “belonging to all apprehensions,
not excluding error,“2s writes Mohanty, whereas Nyaya thinks it picks true
apprehensions out from false ones. But all of this underlines what I am
driving at, which is that “pramanya” does not translate as “truth” (i.e.,
correspondence with reality), despite standard translation practice, but rather
connotes a more pragmatic criterion of being capable of producing or helping
to produce satisfaction in action.
So, prtim@ya is not belief (at least as disposition), and for Indian phiIosophy in general it isn’t truth (as correspondence with a fixed antecedent
nature of an independently real object). But the justified true belief account
of knowledge assumesthat knowledge is just belief which corresponds to
reality. For that reason, if “knowledge” suggests,as I think it tends to,
justified true belief to English readers it should be eschewed as a translation
of “pram?.
To put it another way, on the analysis which GangeSaoffers of prcim@ya,
understood in the terms suggested by my analysis of relation R, a prama may
not correspond with the nature of things (it is “compatible with error”, as
Mohanty expresses it). Whether or not pnim@ya is confined in its application
to awarenesseswhich attribute to their content properties which an object
corresponding to that content actually has is not a matter of the definition
of “pramanya” (as it is taken to be a matter of the definition of “truth” in
Western contemporary thought), but constitutes rather further theory about
which awarenessessatisfy the purposes motivating them. Naiyayikas think
that further theory which requires correspondence is the correct one; other
systems, such as Buddhism and Advaita, do not.
Mohanty finds that the svatah and paratah theorists do not confront each
other because they have different meanings of pnim&ya in mind. The issue
between the two views is presented in the literature to be as follows, according
to Mohanty. The svatah theorist holds that whatever awareness first makes
us aware of some awareness Jr (whether that be Jr itself, some inference,
or a subsequent “aftercognition”), that awareness makes us aware that Jr has
pnim@ya. The paratah theory denies this claim. Now Mohanty, interpreting
“pramanya” as “truth” and “jriana” as “knowledge”, argues that “the (svatah)
theory becomes an analytic consequence of its conception of knowledge”.29
Since the svatah theory is therefore true (necessarily, though trivially, so)
Mohanty reasonably enough concludes that the paratah denial of it can
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only be savedfrom absurdity if we supposethat the parutah theorists mean
somethingelseby “jfiana”.
But, aswe haveseen,“jfiana” doesn’t mean “knowledge” at all, but
awareness.So one might conclude that Mohanty hasbeenled astray by a
mistranslation. However,it’s not that simple. For evenwhen we agreeto
translate “jtiana” as “awareness”,while retaining “truth” for “pramanya”,
the svafahtheory still appearsto be either trivial or elseso absurdthat we
must conclude that we haven’t understood it at all. For consider: the svat@
theory is the theory that, for any awarenessJr, whateverawarenessfirst
makesus awareof Ji makesus awarethat J, is true. But if “truth” means
correspondencewith reality then either all awarenesses
are true (and there
can be no error at all) or elsewe aren’t talking about becomingawarethat Ji
is true, but merely about coming to think that Ji is true. But that is absurdif I entertain a false awarenessJi and (then) come to an awarenessof Jr,
then on that reading of the svafu~position I could not thereby think that Jr
is false;indeed, I could not at that time evendoubt whether Ji might be
false.But we do have such doubts. So either the svafu~theory is a trivial one
(since all awarenesses
are ipso facto true), or it is so absurdasto constitute
its own refutation. Seeingthis, one can understandwhy Mohanty finds an
equivocation on “truth” to be the only way to explain how an issueof any
consequencewasimaginedby anyone to havebeen raised.
Now I am arguing there is a nontrivialized and far from absurdissuewhich
the svutu~/pururu~debateis about. What is that issue?I take it it is this. The
svutuhtheorist holds that, whatever causesus to be awareof Jr causesus to
be awarethat Ji can satisfy its purpose,i.e., can lead to successfulactivity
of the relevant sort. The parutah theorist deniesthis, holding that in order
to becomeawarethat Ji can satisfy its purposewe need a further awareness,
presumablyinferential, which is over and beyond the awarenesswhich causes
us to be awareof Jr itself. The point comesout most dramatically when we
contrast the Mibra theory with the Naiyayika’s. On both theories we first have
an awareness,Ji , which is not self-awarebut for the awarenessof which we
require an “aftercognition” J, . The Misra theory holds that J2 not only
makesus awareof Jr but also of J, ‘s prcimi~yu, i.e., Jr’s capacity to evoke
successfulactivity. The Nyaya theory deniesthat J2 makesus awareof Jr ‘s
primi~yu. It holds that only an inference, e.g., one basedon successful
action or reasonsto think that such activity would be successful,can attest
to Jr’s pr-cimigy~.~~
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Notice that it doesn’t matter to the pnimi~ya debate so posed whether
Jr is true or false, or thought to be true or false. Whether a theorist holds
that all awarenessesare true, or all are false, or that some are and some
not, the prlm&zya issue remains a real one. Nor does it matter whether
a theorist thinks that only true awarenessescan lead to successful activity
or, alternatively, thinks that some awarenessescapable of leading to successful activity can be false. The issue concerns whether, when one becomes
aware that Jr is a potential purpose-satisfier, he does so through the same
awarenessby which he became aware of J1 ‘s occurrence, or through some
other awareness.
Gangesa’smain argument against the svatah theorist is that if the svatah
theory were correct it would make it impossible for one to doubt Jr’s prim@ya immediately after Jr’s occurrence. That is, since the suatah theory
says that the awareness by which we first become aware that Jr occurred
always involves an awareness that Jr can satisfy its purpose, has prtimciyya,
this blocks our doubting at that moment that it has pr@m@ya - but we do
in fact sometimes doubt the worth of a J as soon as we become aware that it
has occurred. Now Gangesa, no doubt, as a Naiyayika believes that only true
Js can satisfy their purposes, so his point can be stated as Mohanty renders
it, in terms of ‘truth” instead of satisfaction of purpose. But the argument
is supposed to tell against an opponent who does not share Gangesa’sbelief
on that score; the argument’s force is a general one not dependent on any
particular account of the circumstances that make J a prami.
How then can we translated “pramanya”, given that “truth” is misleading
as such a translation? We are by now reminded of the writings of the prag
matists, notably William James in his jousts with the notion of truth, which
I suspect led him to a position closely resembling that of Indian epistemology.
James conceived of truth as “what works”, though he was sometimes (not
always) cagy about what “working” amounted to and failed to appreciate
the difference between his account of truth and the correspondence account
with which his view was at odds. We might borrow his term and translate
“pramanya” as “workability”. A workable awareness (pram& then, is one
that is related to its content by R, i.e., apprehends its content in a manner
leading to the satisfaction of the purpose motivating it.31 Then, the argument
to this point might be summed up in the following way: all the parties in the
svatahlparatah debate agree that the debate is about workable awarenesses.
It is irrelevant to this debate whether an awareness is held to be workable
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if and only if it is true. Some (the Nyaya) say so, others (Advaitins, Buddhists)
deny it. The opposite of “workable” is not “false” but “not workable”
(aprati), which term is intended to characterize all kinds of awarenesses
which cannot lead to the satisfaction of a motivating purpose. The term
aprami ranges, as we saw, over doubtings, errors and reductio ad absurdum
arguments. When one is in doubt, he is not satisfying a purpose (doubting is
not a purpose). Errors (i.e., perceptual errors, like the mirage) frustrate our
purposes by misleading us. Finally, in a reductio argument the purpose is
to prove one’s own position (so we’re told) but what the reductio (tarka)
does is merely to convict the opponent of a fault, which does not (at least
by itself) effect any proof (unlike a proper inference, where the conclusion
does indeed prove just what was intended to be proved).
It is suggestive, furthermore, that proving what is already accepted (siddhashlhanatli) is counted as a fallacy (and so as apramd, nonworkable) even
though what it says is true.
The standard Western reply to the kind of position that emerges from this
analysis of Indian epistemology will surely echo the usual response to a
reading of James on truth: that the pragmatist or “workability” conception
conflates truth with what has value. Recent philosophical analysis has
adopted, with a severity bordering on the obsessive, noncognitivism or
nonnaturalism in value theory. What used to be known as the “fact-value
gap” is nowadays such a chasm that it is hard to convince anyone that there
is one. It should be no surprise that classical Indian thought takes the naturalistic position on values; after all. so did Western thought in classical times
and until a couple of centuries ago. Justified true belief, as an analysis of
knowledge, is understood strictly along noncognitivist lines. A belief, in the
senseunderstood there, must be something capable of being evidenced,
and the evidence must be empirical, perhaps mathematical, but clearly not
ethically or aesthetically normative. (Of course, one can have justified true
belief about what norms are in force; for that one can produce nonnormative
evidence. What one can’t have is a justified true belief that x should be done,
thought, etc.) The “true” in “justified true belief’ is descriptive truth,
possibly fudged to encompass “descriptions” of mathematical or logical
“facts” (though these are actually linguistic facts, if facts at all, and normative
otherwise).
I cannot undertake at this point in this paper to investigate the sources of
the noncognitivist obsession. But insofar as the motivation for maintaining it
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may be supposedto mutually support any attractivenesswhich the justified
true belief account of knowledgemight be supposedto have,I shall conclude
with someobservationswhich seemto me to suggestthat all is not well with
the JTB account (as I shall call it henceforward).
It is sometimessuggestedthat the JTB account is embeddedin ordinary
language(ordinary English, that is). “There is a certain absurdity”, writes
Mohanty ,
“in saying both ‘I know that S is p’ and ‘S is p is false’.One cannotknow and yet be
in error with regardto what he knows. If somethingis known, it follows necessarilythat
it is true.“32
But, asAustin has argued,that may be becauseof what it is to say “I know”,
involving conversationalimplicatures or performatives.We should not draw
a conclusion about the nature of somethingfrom the circumstancesinvolved
in certain specialkinds of locutions involving terms for it. And furthermore,
Austin argues,
“We are often right to say we know even in caseswhere we turn out subsequently to

havebeenmistaken- and indeedwe seemalways,or practically always,liable to be
mistaken.“33

The JTB account is far more rigorous than the subtle possibilities of ordinary
languagecan support.
Again, a growing number of contemporary philosophershave seriously
questionedwhether in ordinary usageknowledgeentails belief, asthe JTB
theory entails it must. Zeno Vendler has arguedthat “I believe that p”, far
from being required by “I know that p”, is incompatible with it, sincein the
relevant contexts to saythat one believesis precisely to indicate that one
doesn’t know.34
Theseworries addressthe question of whether “knowledge” actually does
in ordinary parlanceanswerto the JTB account. I suspectmany contemporary
analytic philosophers cling to the JTB account, unmovedby ordinary language
reasonsof the sort cited, and that their allegianceto JTB will withstand
practically all evidenceof the sort derived from usage.They would appear
to believethat the question of the proper analysisof the meaningof a philosophical term is not to be decided,or at any rate not merely to be decided,
on the basis of common usage. By what is it then to be decided? The question
is an interesting one, since having passed over the evidence of usage one
wonders what other evidence could be relevant, unless it were “evidence”
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of a normative nature to the effect that purposes of some sort are served
better by say, the JTB account, than any other. Then the question what
knowledge is becomes a normative one (“what should we mean by ‘knowledge’?“) and the result is that the JTB theorist cannot, on JTB assumptions,
know that “knowledge” means JTB!
If we allow ourselves to ask “what should ‘knowledge’ mean?“, admitting
the question’s normative character whatever that may imply, we raise the
question of what purposes the JTB theory is supposed to help satisfy, and
whether or not it does so successfully. I have darkly suggested once or twice
that all is not well with the JTB account. The term “foundationism” has been
proposed for those epistemologies which are committed to the tenet that
empirical knowledge has, and must have, a “foundation”,
“the claim that certain empirical beliefs possessa degree of epistemic justification or
warrant which does not depend, inferentially or otherwise, on the justification of other
empiricaI beliefs, but is instead somehow immediateor int~insic.“~~

If, as seemslikely on the basis of recent discussion,36 foundationist theories
generically must fail, and if (for ultimately similar reasons) coherence theories
also must prove unsatisfactory, what is left? James’ own version of “the
pragmatist theory of truth” is hardly satisfactory either, for James reads out
the theory in detail as a foundationist view couched in even more mysterious
terms than current analytic accounts.
The general problem that foundationist theories face is that of answering
the challenge laid down, e.g., by C. I. Lewis when he points out that “if
anything is to be probable, something must be certain.“37 Basic beliefs fail
as epistemic warrants taken singly for the simple reason that any belief by
itself requires justification if it is to have any claim to providing a warrant for
other beliefs. But pure sense-reports, though possibly incorrigible, are so only
if they are construed in such a way as to provide no warrant for anything. “I
seem to see green”, by itself, provides no evidence that what I seeis green,
nor would one hundred people saying “I seem to see green” do so either,
unless we are already supposed to be in possession of some knowledge making
it likely that in this case or casesseeming to see green, or saying “I seem to
see green”, makes “it is green” more probable. But what could be the basis
for that knowledge? Lewis suggestsit might be a “pragmatic a priori” born
of common human concerns and encoded in meanings, “criteria

in mind”,

with which we face and make senseof the battery of sense-stimuli. While it
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seemsto me Lewis was looking in the right direction when he looks to
common human concerns, his own efforts to explore value theory (in The
Analysis of Knowledge and Valuation) suffer because he is unable to find a
way of formulating those human concerns in a way which keeps in touch
with actual valuings and still retains the a priori character which they must
have in order for his account to work. Whatever the merits of Lewis’ attempts, and it seemsto me they have a good deal of merit, they have not
found fashion among epistemologists in recent years.
What is the trend nowadays? Once one has decided to abandon empiricism
with a foundationist or coherence base, one direction to go is with Nelson
Goodman to a kind of high-level relativism. Since “truth . . . pertains solely
to what is said”,38 and what is said determines versions or worlds but not The
World, Goodman’s conclusion is that worlds are made as much as found, and
that there may not be any such thing as The World - or if there is, The World
turns out to be self-inconsistent when any attempt to characterize it is made.
In either case, his conclusion seemsto be that if there is such a thing as The
World, Reality, we are unable to speak of it.
Goodman’s remarkable review of the current epistemological situation
contains the following passage,which is pertinent to the state to which the
discussion of this paper has brought us. He writes:
“The thesis that true statements are those that enable us to predict or manage or defeat
nature has no little appeal; but some conspicuous discrepancies between utility and
truth have to be explained away. That utility unlike truth is a matter of degree can
perhaps be dealt with by taking utility as measuring nearness to truth rather than as
a critarion of truth itself. That utility unlike truth is relative to purpose might seem
less serious when truth is recognized, as in the preceding pages, to be relative rather
than absolute. But relativity to purpose does not aliin in any obvious way with relativity
to world or version; for among alternative true versions or statements, some may be
highly useful for many purposes, others for almost none and indeed much less useful
than some falsehoods. . .“3g

The suggestion in this paper is that Indian thought adopts a utility reading
of “truth” and thus what “knowledge” consists in features this very relativity
to purpose. What, then, distinguishes the resulting view from skepticism or
a relativism with the “discrepancies” that Goodman points to?
Goodman’s discussion, like Mohanty’s, operates under the presupposition
that “knowledge” is true belief and that “truth” has a fixed antecedent sense
which allows us, e.g., to ask with Goodman whether truth need serve any
purposes. That last question, notice, makes senseonly if we suppose that
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“truth” means something to us other than “serving some purpose”. But if, as
I have just attempted to suggest, truth in Indian philosophy is the serving of
purposes Goodman’s discrepancies cannot be expressed there.
There is a hidden reason why Goodman’s relativism will, as the jacket to
Waysof Worldmakingsuggests,“incur the wrath of the rationalist, the enmity
of the empiricist, and the malice of the modalist, as well as the antipathy
of the absolutist”. That hidden reason is that in the Western versions of all
four of those views - rationalism, empiricism, modalism and absolutism there is a shared admission, which is that any hierarchy of values is even
more questionable than the realistic hypothesis of a single reality, The World,
To trade in faith in the given, or consistency, or relativity, or an absolute
synthesis of theses and antitheses in favor of a futed hierarchy of values is
beyond the bounds of reason for modern Western philosophy. Why? Because
all these lines of thinking tacitly agree on what I have called “noncognitivism”
in value-theory. And it is an unavoidable consequence of noncognitivism in
value-theory that no fmed relations of supremacy or subordination between
values can be demonstrated, for the simple reason that according to noncognitivism no conclusions about values can be demonstrated at all.
But the situation in Indian philosophy is entirely different. Though
disagreements among views about whether there is One World, many worlds
or no worlds abound there, what is agreed on among all the systems is that
the supreme human purpose is liberation, and that there is a fixed, though
context-sensitive, value system which coheres with that highest purpose.
There is little or no disagreement among Jains, Buddhists and the various
Hindu philosophical darhzas about values. What is a virtue for one is so for
another. The evaluation of stagesof progress toward liberation, it is agreed
by all, involves overcoming ignorance and attachment. No doubt different
philosophers develop their special terminology and emphases,but, as Western
students puzzled over what is at issue between, say, the path-philosophies
of Advaita, Buddhism and Yoga well know, the agreements far outweigh the
differences as long as we confine ourselves to the evaluation of activities
designed to lead to ultimate value. Where differences in value theory appear
to arise it is customary for the Indians themselves to explain that this appearance only reflects the context-dependent differences in advice which a
sensitive guru will give to pupils at different stagesalong the way.
By contrast, in Western contemporary thought not only is there lack of
agreement as to ultimate purpose and the subsidiary goals leading to it, there
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is evengeneraladmissionthat we can’t evenaddressthe question rationally,
it being a matter of taste and “de gustibusnon est disputandum”. This is a
radical divergencebetweenthe contemporary Westernsituation in philosophy
and classicalIndian thought; for that matter, there is the samedivergence
betweenmodern and classicalWesternphilosophy. The JTB account of
knowledgeis perhapsdoomed asa futile attempt to provide a foundation in
the absenceof normative convictions which would constitute the proper, but
now abandoned,core meaningof “knowing”. Modern epistemology,getting
the wrong messagefrom Plato, perhaps,hoped that that core normativeness
could be found in the necessitiesof formal (mathematical,logical) “truth”,
that is in consistencyor coherence.Weare now discoveringthat that is a
forlorn hope, that inquiry is adrift without a recognition at least of the worth
of what the inquiry is for.
The lost, core meaningof “I know” relatesto my awarenessthat my
actions are proceedingsatisfactorily or unsatisfactorily toward an intended
outcome. “I know what I am trying to do”, “I know what I want” are
exprfqsionswhich provide examplesof this core meaning.Notice that what
I knf..i.J,in theselocutions, is an action or volition. As soon aswe try to
describe what it is that I want or am trying to do, doubts may set in. “Are
you really trying to do that?” is a fair question, suggestionone may not be
clear about what his purposesare or ought to be. Knowing that p is likewise
subject to doubt in the sameway, and so no knowledge - that can possibly
provide the certainty which will ground probability and answerLewis’
challenge.My knowing what I am trying to do, on the other hand, is like
knowing something “by acquaintance” - 1 havea certainty about what I
want which is unlike my certainty that 2 + 2 = 4 but is akin to the alleged
certainty about sense-datapostulated by phenomenalists.The difference
between sense-datumreports and reports of wants and actions is that, whereas
sense-datumreports, though perhapsindubitable, cannot ultimately provide
the certainty to ground empirical claims, sincethey are themselvesnot
claims, reports about what one intends or wants are both claims (pace the
noncognitivist) and indubitable. One might grant this and still find such
value-reportsirrelevant to the problem of justifying what are allegedlyvaluefree claims of scientific knowledge.This is noncognitivism resurfacingat a
deeperlevel. I cannot here hope to set the noncognitivist challengeto rest,
nor is it the purpose of this paper to do so. What this paper is arguing is that
Indian philosophy, not being wedded to a noncognitivist approach,thinks it
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can talk of knowledge(or rather, of prami)), but in a senseof “knowledge”
different from the current notions predicated on noncognitivism.
The incommensurability thesisis incorrect, then, asan interpretation of
Indian theories of knowledge,becausethere is agreementthere about ultimate
values,so that construing “pramanya” asworkablenessdoesnot produce a
stultifying relativism or skepticism.To the extent that such agreementis
absentfrom Westernphilosophical thinking, to turn the coin over, it is
to that extent inevitable that there can be no meeting of minds between
East and West.One lessonto be learnedis that, in analyzing the views of
other cultures one must be careful not to import thesesheld by one’s own
culture but not by theirs. A deepermessageis this: that there may be no
middle ground betweencommitment to absolutevalueson the one hand
and epistemologicalskepticismon the other. Mathematicsdoesnot provide
that middle ground. Canholistic conceptions,unguided by fmed normative
concernsarising from human purposesto be servedhope to justify knowledge
claims?
Contemporary Westernthought is going through a phaseof practicality;
there is a call for relevance.Relevanceto what? Surely, to concernsviewed as
so widespreadand pressingas to far outweigh the doubts of the epistemological skeptic. Theseconcerns,and the widespreadrecognition of them, suggest
that there is more thoughtful agreementon a hierarchy of valuesthan the
noncognitive assumptionsof positivist value theory can make senseof. If so,
and if the ultimate concernsof human beingsdo indeed, when carefully
studied and compared,transcendthe apparent idiosyncraciesof cultures, then
the incommensurability of thinking betweenEast and Westmay turn out to be
a goblin of our own making, the shortcoming of a phasein Westernthought
which, whatever its positive contribution hasbeen,is proving too rigorous for
our good in its conceptionsof knowledge,truth, and what makeslife worth
living, or dying, or ultimately leaving for good.
University of Washington
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